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Introduction Future Prospects 2012-2015 

Child & Family Welfare Foundation is a Public Charitable Trust, registered in Mumbai in October 2010 
with 80G tax-exemption status obtained in 2011. While CFWF is a new legal entity, its activities were 
established in the late 1990-ties. The project was carried out year by year under the name of Polio Child 
Relief-Mumbai until the foundation of the trust in 2010. During most of 2011 the project has undergone 
changes, remodelling and building a new structure for the future. Formalities in connection with 
creating a proper legal entity are now completed; simultaneously a web-site for the project was 
launched and is presently being set up.
Besides long-term future prospects CFWF has compiled statistics of the accomplishments for the past 
10 years. Due to the fact that the project prior to becoming a Public Trust has been supported and carried 
on by individuals, full financial statistics are not available for that period of time. The present phase of 
restructuring being near completion activities are again carried out on a regular basis and full statistics, 
including audited reports as per legal requirements will be available starting from 2012 onwards.

CFWF’s On-going Project 2012-2015
The ‘Correctional Surgery Treatment’ project for 
disabled children has lightened up the lives of innu-
merable children, who had hopelessly deformed 
limbs. They’ve become mobile and can now ex-
plore the world of new opportunities.
CFWF is committed to do all we can to make its 
vital and needed medical project available to a lar-
ger number of patients in 2012-2015. For this 
reason a trust has been formed with a new structure 
established, to make networking and collaboration 
in this great cause a realistic target for all to achieve. 

CFWF’s Special Projects 2012-2015
‘Correctional Surgery Camps’ for the Disabled and 
Underprivileged are projected to be conducted on a 
yearly basis in Mumbai. Another future prospect is 
to offer training to interested volunteers and give 
educational seminars on health matters. A bigger 
vehicle for an expanding work is also required. 
In order to meet greater demands, offer more 
facility and service, CFWF further plans to have in 
future its own centre outside Mumbai, from where 
all activities can be carried out.

Urgent Plea for Financial Support and Collaboration for CFWF’s Cause
We need your generous financial support to accomplish the challenging task before us. To further the 
cause any collaboration is also very welcome. Contributions can be made for example as a onetime 
grant for any of the ‘Special Projects’ listed, or on a regular basis for the on-going ‘Correctional Surgery 
Treatment’ Project. All donations within India are tax-exempt and can be made by check or via online 
payment option. For donations from overseas, kindly contact us at: . Thank you for 
participating in our common project for the benefit of the Underprivileged and disabled children.
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